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This article brings together the market for products, the market for
talent, and firms’ organizational form. While the organizational design determines the allocation of blame and fame within the firm,
the value of a good reputation depends on the market structure.
Consequently, the market structure dictates the optimal organizational design. If competition becomes tougher and the market thicker,
transparent firms decentralize while nontransparent firms concentrate
control, transparency itself is improved, corporations switch from
unitary to multidivisional form, and the turnover of managers increases. The model rationalizes recent trends in both executive pay
and organizational design.

I. Introduction
Reputation and talent are becoming increasingly important for individual careers. Kanter (1989, 310–12) observes that “the creation of star
quality is a hallmark in the dynamics of the professional career,” and “the
key variable in success is reputation.” These trends are reflected in executives’ pay: the top chief executive officer (CEO) pay has recently
increased dramatically relative to both average CEO pay and average
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wages.1 The value of a top reputation, relative to a moderate reputation,
is larger than ever. Frank and Cook (1995) argue that such “superstar”
effects are increasingly important in a growing number of markets. A
superstar effect arises whenever one producer can serve many customers,
and Rosen (1981) showed how this effect depends on the market structure.
At the same time, the possibility of earning a good reputation is determined by organizational design. If all control was centralized, for example, the CEO would receive all blame for a fiasco and all fame for a
success. When control is decentralized, the glory of success is instead
shared by all managers who may influence the firm’s performance. Since
organizational design determines the creation of reputations, while the
value of a reputation depends on market structure, market structure dictates the optimal organizational design.
This article brings together markets, reputations, and organizations to
study how reputational concerns create a link between market structure
and organizational design. The results rationalize recent trends in both
executive pay and organizational design.
The analysis requires a model with three parts: the product market, the
labor market, and organizational design. For the product market, I modify
Salop’s (1979) simple model of price competition in the circular city. A
firm’s unit cost of production is assumed to depend on the manager’s
talent. Thus, with a talented manager, the firm finds it profitable to increase
its production. A firm’s willingness to pay for a particular manager is
thus an increasing and convex function of her expected ability (labeled
“reputation”). If competition becomes tougher (more substitutable products) and the market, thicker (more consumers), demand becomes more
elastic with respect to (w.r.t.) the price. The best firm is then able to
capture a huge share of the market, and the willingness to pay for a good
manager, as a function of her reputation, becomes steeper and more convex. This provides a mapping from the market structure to the value of
reputation.
The labor market is assumed to be perfectly competitive. There is a
large pool of young potential managers with unknown talent, but some
of these earn a good reputation after the firms’ performances are observed.
Everyone can observe the firms’ profits and use Bayesian updating to
learn about managers’ talents. Although some firms hire young managers
in every period, these firms could alternatively bid for old managers with
a good reputation. Thus, the equilibrium wage for an old good manager
equals the amount by which a firm’s profit is expected to increase. An1

As documented by Murphy (1999), the average CEO earned about 30 times
more than the average production worker in 1970. By 1996, the average CEO
received a nearly 90 times greater cash compensation and a total realized compensation of 210 times the earnings for production workers.
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ticipating this, young managers prefer jobs where they are likely to earn
a good reputation. The firm internalizes the desire to create good reputations since this makes the firm an attractive employer, and current wages
can be accordingly reduced. Hence, the firm’s problem is to maximize
“the value of exposure.”2
Alternative organizational forms differ in how the market learns about
the managers’ talents. Since the value of a reputation depends on the
market structure, so does the optimal organizational design. I find that
if the market becomes thicker and competition tougher, nontransparent
firms centralize control, transparent firms decentralize control, transparency itself is enhanced, corporations switch from unitary (U-form) to
multidivisional (M-form), and the turnover of managers increases.
Although the argument requires a model of three parts, the model is
as simple as possible. For example, I entirely abstract from incentives and
effort: managers costlessly make decisions or carry out management tasks
revealing their talent. This simplification is quite innocent, however: if
the firm can offer a wage contract conditional on performance, this contract can generate incentives independent of organizational design. Alternatively, such performance-contingent wage contracts can perfectly insure the managers if they are risk averse: the firms can simply promise a
financial “parachute,” should they earn a bad reputation. Thus, there is
no loss of generality by assuming managers to be risk neutral.
This article takes a first step in investigating how reputational concerns
make the organizational form depend on the market structure. The combined model relies on several strands of literature, which are discussed
in the next section. Section III presents the first two parts of the model:
the structure of the product market—from which the value of a reputation is derived—and the labor market. When this framework is in
place, the analysis of alternative organizational design easily follows in
Section IV. As mentioned, the subsections study decentralization in nontransparent firms, decentralization in transparent firms, and the value
of transparency and compare M-form and U-form organizations. These
results are easiest to illustrate in a 2-period model, but Section IV.E
introduces a multiperiod model to discuss equilibrium age and turnover
of managers. While the contribution of this article is theoretical, Section
V discusses some empirical evidence and suggests that the results may
also shed some light on the puzzling correlation between firm size and
wages. Concluding remarks are provided in Section VI, while the appendix discusses robustness.
2

The result, that firms internalize the value of creating reputations, holds in
much more general settings, as discussed in the appendix.
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II. Related Literature
This section briefly discusses some of the related theoretical literature.
Contributions more specifically connected to this article are discussed in
the relevant subsections, while Section VI reviews the empirical literature.
That today’s performance affects tomorrow’s wage is the fundamental
pillar of the career-concern literature initiated by Fama (1980) and formalized by Holmström (1999). Dewatripont, Jewitt, and Tirole (1999)
survey some results in this literature, which mostly focuses on the incentives to provide effort. Quite a few articles combine career concerns
with organizational design. Meyer and Vickers (1997) study how better
(comparative performance) information affects incentives, and Kanemoto
and MacLeod (1992) show that it may be hard to separate types, unless
the labor market is sufficiently competitive. Ortega (2003) models centralization versus decentralization in a way similar to my “nontransparent” firm and finds that some centralization is typically optimal since the
larger visibility of the manager encourages more effort. However, for
“transparent” firms, where subtasks are observable, Dewatripont et al.
(1999) find most effort to be generated by decentralization. Aghion and
Tirole (1995) compare U-form and M-form organizations and suggest
that the M-form encourages the most effort since individual contributions
are easier to identify. Apart from their focus on incentives, all these contributions abstract from the market structure and assume future wages to
be linear in expected abilities. With this assumption, there is no value of
learning, per se.
A firm typically benefits from learning about its employees’ talents if
it must make important promotions. Then, the internal labor market
breaks the “linearity assumption.” In this way, a few recent articles emphasize the value of learning about talent, per se. My closest antecedent
is probably the contribution of Demougin and Siow (1994). They analyze
fast-track versus up-or-out hiring policies, where the equilibrium regime
depends on, for example, the skill premium. Although they discuss the
organization of training within the firm, this can also be interpreted as
learning about the employees since some trainees turn out to be successful
and others do not. In contrast to Demougin and Siow (1994), I explicitly
model the market structure and discuss other aspects of organizational
design. Other related articles are Meyer (1994), Jeon (1996), Ortega (2001),
and Carrillo (2003). They analyze how to choose task allocation, team
composition, and job rotation when the firm needs to learn about the
employees’ talents to make promotions or efficiently allocate labor. All
these articles focus on how the internal labor market determines the value
of learning. This article, in contrast, shows how the external labor and
product markets interact in determining the value of a reputation and,
thus, the optimal organizational design.
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The standard assumption that the future wage is linear in reputation is
strong. The superstar literature initiated by Rosen (1981) shows that when
many consumers can buy from the same provider, the market structure
typically generates a convex relationship between wages and reputations.
Frank and Cook (1995) discuss how these arguments hold quite generally
in many types of markets. My model of the market structure is similar
to that of Raith (2003), who studies how the market structure determines
explicit incentive contracts. In such a model, the market structure also
determines the value of a reputation and, thus, the value of learning about
talent. I isolate this effect to study how the market structure influences
the optimal organizational design. Thus, the article complements the empirical study by Krueger (2005, 28), who concludes that “our understanding of labor markets will be incomplete unless we better appreciate the
interactions among product markets, technology, and labor markets.”
III. Markets for Products and Talent
The model consists of three parts: the product market, the labor market,
and organizational design. This section presents the first two parts of the
model, and they are solved in the following three subsections. Alternative
organizational forms are introduced and analyzed in Section IV.
To formalize the product market, I borrow Salop’s (1979) workhorse
model of price competition in the circular city. The marketplace consists
of a large circle with perimeter l. There are a large number of potential
firms. The n firms that decide to operate in the market are automatically
located equidistant from one another on the circle.3 The firms simultaneously set prices, and each consumer buys exactly one product. The
consumers are uniformly distributed on the circle with a density m. Since
they face linear travel costs t 1 0 , each consumer buys from the producer
that minimizes the sum of expenses: price and travel cost. Parameter t
can literally be interpreted as consumers’ travel costs, as the firms’ monopolistic power, or, more generally, as measuring the extent to which
goods are substitutable. Its inverse, 1/t , will be referred to as the “toughness of competition.” Parameter m can be interpreted as the size of the
market, the number of consumers or their budget, and will be referred
to as the “thickness” of the market. However, a larger m and a lower t
will both increase competition in the sense of prices decreasing.
3
Economides (1984) vindicates the equal-spacing assumption in a model with
quadratic transport costs. In the present model, a firm i would be indifferent to
its location between two existing firms: i’s demand is given by eq. (6) whenever
firms i ⫺ 1 and i ⫹ 1 are distanced by l/2n, notwithstanding i’s location in between
these. Thus, equidistant location is a best response.
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As in Raith (2003), the manager’s role is to reduce costs. Firm i’s unit
cost is measured by
ci p c ⫺ yi ,

(1)

which is stochastic since the outcome of the cost reduction task,
yi p ai ⫹ e i ,

(2)

depends on the manager’s ability ai and some shock e i , and both of these
are unknown to everyone. The shock e i is firm specific and normally
distributed with mean zero and variance je2:
e i ∼ N(0, je2 ).
I assume there is a large pool (excess supply) of young potential managers. Their reservation wage is normalized to one,4 and their abilities are
independently drawn from the following distribution:
¯ ja2 ).
ai ∼ N(a,
To capture the dynamics of careers, let there be 2 periods. Based on
the firm’s performance in the first period, its manager earns a reputation,
defined as the expected ability relative to the average:
¯
ri { E(aiFyi ) ⫺ a.

(3)

Manager i’s reputation depends on yi , which everyone can estimate after
observing the firms’ prices and profits. Public learning about talent is not
only simplifying but arguably the appropriate assumption when studying
individual reputations. By the law of large numbers, only half of the
managers earn a positive reputation before the second period. Good managers are therefore in short supply.5 By restricting the analysis to 2 periods,
the value of reputation (in the second period) is separated from the value
of learning (in the first). This makes the analysis clean and the effects
clear. There is no need for discounting. Section IV.E introduces multiple
periods to discuss the age and turnover of managers.
Figure 1 illustrates the timing in each period. First, each firm decides
whether to operate in the market. Thereafter, the firms simultaneously
make hiring decisions and set prices. Each consumer buys from the pro4
Alternatively, the reservation wage could depend on a manager’s reputation.
For example, the results below would be identical if the reservation wage were
¯ , if just z ! 冑m/t. Crucial for the results is that good
given by 1 ⫹ max {0, zE(ai ⫺ a)}
(and only good) managers are retained as managers in the second period.
5
This is clearly necessary if young managers are to be hired in every period.
Moreover, even if all firms have two managers, Sec. IV.E shows managers with
sufficiently good reputations to be in short supply in the multiperiod model. The
appendix discusses how the results would be modified if good managers were in
excess supply.
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Fig. 1.—Timing of each period

ducer that minimized the generalized cost (price plus transport cost), and,
then, the shocks and the unit costs are realized. Thus, prices are set before
a firm knows the realization of its unit cost and before it knows the hiring
decision of its neighbors. This timing simplifies the analysis a great deal,
without qualitatively changing the results. Note that firms can fire or hire
managers between periods, and managers are free to leave.6 Although both
firms and managers are assumed to be risk neutral, the appendix shows
the results to hold also if managers are risk averse.
A. The Product Market
The following subsections solve the above model. In the product market, I let each consumer consider only the two closest firms and buy from
the firm that minimizes the total costs: price plus transportation costs.7
Thus, by reducing its price, a firm sells more products, and this is more
valuable, the lower is its expected unit cost. The firm’s surplus is therefore
convex in the manager’s ability: not only does a talented manager reduce
the cost of all units but she also makes it profitable for the firm to reduce
its price and increase its production. As Rosen (1982) describes, the CEO
has a chain letter–like effect on the firm’s performance since her influence
increases with the firm’s production.
Let r̄ denote the average reputation of managers.
Lemma 1. Expected surplus (eq. [4]) is a convex function of the
manager’s reputation r:
2

m tl r ⫺ r¯
Es(r) p
⫹
.
t n
2

(

Proof.

)

(4)

Consider a consumer at location x, between firm 1 (at location

6

These assumptions are not crucial, however. The appendix argues that the
results would hold even if managers “belonged” to their firms.
7
Although standard, this is just an approximation of the firms’ demand functions. In principle, one could image consumers between firms i and i ⫹ 1 to buy
from firm i ⫹ 2, if the last is very competitive. The appendix discusses this possibility and argues that the results would then be reinforced.
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0) and firm 2 (at location l/n). This consumer buys from firm 1 instead
of firm 2 if

( )

p1 ⫹ tx ≤ p2 ⫹ t

l

n

⫺x ⇒x ≤

l
2n

⫹

p2 ⫺ p1
2t

.

(5)

Considering both a firm’s closest competitors and the density of consumers m, firm i’s total demand becomes
ml m pi⫺1 ⫹ pi⫹1
⫹
⫺ pi .
n
t
2

(

)

(6)

Assuming positive demand, firm i’s surplus is
1 pi⫺1 ⫹ pi⫹1

[ (

si p m( pi ⫺ ci )

l

n

⫹

t

2

)]

⫺ pi .

Let p̄ denote the (expected) average price in the market, so that Epj p
p̄. If n is large, Epj and Eci are uncorrelated, so that the expectation of
si becomes

[

Esi p m( pi ⫺ Eci )

]

l 1
⫹ (p¯ ⫺ pi ) .
n t

(7)

Firm i thus chooses its price in order to solve
max Esi ⇒ pi p
pi

Eci ⫹ p¯
tl
⫹ .
2
2n

(8)

Since all other firms do the same, p¯ p c¯ ⫹ t/n, where c¯ is the expected
average unit cost. By substituting for the prices, Esi becomes
2

m tl c¯ ⫺ Eci
Esi p
⫹
.
t n
2

(

)

(9)

Substituting with equations (1)–(3) completes the proof. QED
The findings in this section are stated as lemmas for two reasons. First,
they will be instrumental for the main results of the article. Second, emphasizing them is worthwhile, although they are not novel. As anticipated,
the profit function is convex, a firm’s demand decreases in its price and
more quickly so if t is low. Prices thus increase in t. To say more, the
next subsection solves for the number of firms and takes into account
the labor market.
B. The Market for Old Managers
While the product market is similar for every period, this subsection
concentrates on the labor market in the last period. Good old managers
with a positive reputation (r 1 0 ) are in short supply, and some firms
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must, in equilibrium, hire unknown managers with zero reputation
(r p 0). These firms may bid for a good manager and are thus willing to
pay the amount by which her reputation is expected to increase their
surplus. This will determine the wage premium for a good manager, defined as the pay above the reservation wage of one. Since profit is convex
in the managers’ reputation, so are the managers’ wages. If m increases
and t decreases, demand becomes more elastic with respect to price, and
firms with the best managers set the lowest price and capture a huge
amount of the market. Firms are then willing to pay a great deal to hire
the best managers, and, as a function of reputation, wages become steeper
and more convex.
Lemma 2. An old manager’s wage premium (eq. [10]) is an increasing
and convex function of her reputation r. This function becomes steeper
and more convex if competition increases (t decreases) and the market
becomes thicker (m increases):

冑

w(r) p r

m
m
⫹ r2 .
t
4t

(10)

Proof. As noted, some firms will hire managers with zero reputation
even in the second period, and these enter until their surplus covers the
reservation wage of one:
2

( )

m tl r¯
tl
Es(0) ⫺ 1 p
⫺ ⫺ 1 p 0 ⇒ n2 p
,
冑t/m ⫹ r/2
t n2 2
¯

(11)

where n 2 denotes the number of firms in the second period. Substituting
into equation (4),
m
Es(r) p
t

(冑

2

)

t
r
⫹ .
m
2

(12)

How much more is a firm willing to pay for a manager with reputation
r 1 0? A firm is willing to pay the amount by which the expected surplus
increases:

冑

w(r) p Es(r) ⫺ Es(0) p r

m
m
⫹ r2 .
t
4t

This is, indeed, the salary a firm has to pay to attract such a manager
since a large number of firms bid for a smaller number of managers with
a positive reputation. QED
This observation is in line with the superstar literature. Already Rosen
(1981) showed that a decreasing transport cost increases both the variance
and the skewness of the wage distribution relative to the distribution of
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abilities. And, as discussed by MacDonald (1988), these prospects affect
the young generation’s willingness to expose their potential for the market.
Remark 1.—Note that the average reputation r̄ enters neither in equation (10) nor in equation (12). Although the surplus in equation (4) decreases in r̄, so does the equilibrium number of firms n 2, and the two
effects cancel since the profit is pinned down when firms choose whether
to enter (parameter l disappears for the same reason). This implies that
there is no general equilibrium effect of learning and that the value of
learning is not affected by the number of firms in period 1.
Remark 2.—Since r̄ and l drop out, w(7) solely depends on m/t. By hiring
a manager with high r, a firm is able to capture more consumers by reducing
its price. The sensitivity of demand is, by equation (6), proportional to
m/t: it increases in the density of consumers (m) and their willingness to
switch suppliers (1/t).8 Since the following analysis depends on the market
structure only via w(7), all comparative static can focus on m/t.
C. The Market for Young Managers
After the first period, participants in the labor market observe firms’
performances and use Bayesian updating to learn about managers’ talents.
Since one’s future wage is a convex function of reputation, being exposed
as a manager may be good for a young worker. If m increases or t decreases,
the best firm captures a huge market share, and the value of a top reputation
increases relative to the value of a moderate reputation. This makes the
wage function more convex, and the value of exposure increases.
Lemma 3. The future reputation of a manager is distributed according
to equation (13). The value of exposure (eq. [14]) is increasing in the
toughness of competition (1/t) and the thickness of the market (m).
r ∼ N(0, jr2 ), where jr2 {

冑

v(jr) p jr

Proof.

m

2pt

ja4
.
je2 ⫹ ja2

⫹ jr2

m
8t

.

(13)

(14)

Remember that cost reduction y is determined by
¯ ja2 ); e ∼ N(0, je2 ).
y p a ⫹ e, where a ∼ N(a,

8

(15)

In addition, the revenues of existing demand increase since the production
cost decreases. Existing demand is also increasing in m and decreasing in t since
when t increases, firms become more profitable, n becomes larger, and each firm’s
market share becomes smaller.
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After observing the outcome in the first period, the second-period belief
about this manager’s ability becomes (using standard Bayesian updating)
¯ lja2 ),
aFy ∼ N(la¯ ⫹ [1 ⫺ ly], lja2 ) p N(a¯ ⫹ [1 ⫺ l][y ⫺ a],
where l p

je2
.
je2 ⫹ ja2

(16)

The expected posterior belief about the manager’s ability (relative to ā)
¯ . It follows from equations (15) and
is her reputation, r p (1 ⫺ l)(y ⫺ a)
(16) that before a manager has undertaken any task, her second-period
reputation r is distributed as
r ∼ N(0, jr2 ), where jr2 {

ja4
.
je2 ⫹ ja2

(17)

Let f(r) denote the probability distribution function of equation (13).
Combined with the value of a certain reputation (eq. [10]), we can calculate
a first-period manager’s future expected wage premium, which may be
called the value of exposure:

冕
⬁

v(jr) p

冑

w(r)f(r)dr p jr

m
m
⫹ jr2 .
2pt
8t

0

QED
The larger the value of exposure v(jr) , the more attractive it is to be a
manager in the first period. The firm can thus pay 1 ⫺ v(jr) , and a young
manager is still willing to accept the job.9 If possible, any firm would
therefore like to maximize v(jr) . That the firm internalizes the managers’
future benefits (here in the form of higher expected wages) is standard in
the literature, and it follows from the theory of “equalizing differences”
initiated by Adam Smith (1947) and surveyed by Rosen (1986).10 If the
salary of young managers for some reason was fixed, it would still seem
likely that the firm would maximize v(jr) after some (Coasian) bargaining,
where the manager also had some bargaining power. Moreover, even if it
was costly to switch jobs or the managers “belonged” to their firms, firms
9
It might be surprising that, in the first period, the wage is reduced for the
worker appointed to become a manager. But this hinges on the assumption that
all workers have the same reputation in period 1. For a given reputation, it indeed
seems reasonable that the wage decreases as the career prospects increase. The
same result is found by MacDonald (1988) and Demougin and Siow (1994). Terviö
(2006) shows that if young managers cannot pay up front for exposure, firms will
employ too few young managers.
10
The prediction is also empirically documented. For example, Olson (2002)
finds that workers accept lower wages if the employer provides health benefits.
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would be induced to maximize v(jr) since that would maximize their own
value of learning about their managers’ talent. This is discussed in the
appendix.
But how can the firm maximize v(jr)? While the organizational design
above was very simple, that is, one single manager makes one single
decision, alternative organizations will be analyzed in the next section.
These organizations differ in the way their managers are exposed, that is,
in jr. Since v(7) depends on the market structure (m/t ), so will the optimal
organizational design.
IV. Organizational Forms
It is time to analyze alternatives to the simple organizational design
above. Most firms have multiple management tasks that must be undertaken, and these tasks can either be centralized to one manager or decentralized to several. For example, some decisions or tasks concern quality improvements and other cost reductions.11 Equivalently, cost reduction
itself may consist of two subtasks, A and B:
yp

yA ⫹ yB
2

.

(18)

The performance of each task depends on the decision maker’s ability
and some random task-dependent shock:
yA p aA ⫹ eA ;
yB p aB ⫹ eB .

(19)

Variable aA (aB) is the ability of the manager undertaking task A (B). For
simplicity, the two task-dependent shocks have the same distribution and
are uncorrelated. To make this model a generalization of the one above,
the sum of the two shocks is simply e:
ep

eA ⫹ eB
;
2

eA , eB ∼ N(0, j 2 ), where
j 2 p 2je2.
11
In fact, yi could be interpreted as a task increasing product quality. Suppose
that firm i’s expected quality Eqi raises the consumers’ willingness to pay accordingly. If we let ki represent marginal cost, all equations would continue to
hold if we just defined Eci { Eki ⫺ Eqi and if consumers were risk neutral. Thus,
higher expected quality has the same effect as lower expected cost since both
allow the firm to raise its markup between price and expected cost, and yi could
be interpreted as increasing qi or decreasing ki.
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In the previous section, both subtasks were centralized to one single
manager (such that aA p aB ). The next subsections will compare this to
decentralization, where two managers divide the two tasks, first, for a
“nontransparent” firm where only aggregate performance y is observable, then, for a “transparent” firm where the outcomes of both subtasks
yA and yB are observable to everyone. The value of transparency itself
is thereafter discussed.12 The fourth subsection slightly modifies equation (18) to compare U-form and M-form corporations. Section IV.E
introduces a multiperiod model to analyze the age and turnover of managers.
The potential benefit of all alternative designs comes from the value of
exposure. The cost of decentralization is that another manager must be
hired. Thus, in a static framework, as well as in the second period, the
simple design with centralization is optimal. The value of reputation in
the second period and exposure in the first are therefore still determined
by equations (10) and (14).
A. Centralization in Nontransparent Firms
Decentralization implies that several managers share control. In a nontransparent firm, no one observes the different subtasks yA and yB, but
everyone can calculate the firm’s aggregate performance y. With two managers, 1 and 2, the observed performance is
yp

a1 ⫹ a 2
2

⫹ e,

and this outcome determines the reputations of both managers.13
In the present model, the advantage of having two managers is that
we learn about two employees, not only one. A successful firm “graduates” two managers with a positive reputation. The advantage of concentrating control is that we learn more about one single manager, and
we are more willing to believe that good performance is due to this
particular manager’s ability. Hence, the chance of earning an excellent
reputation is better in the centralized firm. If competition increases and
the market becomes thicker, the value of one excellent relative to two
12
Note that for both transparent and nontransparent firms, all learning is public,
and there is no asymmetric information. This definition differs from that allowing
the firm to observe even if it is nontransparent. Andersson (2002) studies such
transparency of explicit wage contracts.
13
Ortega (2003) studied exactly this formalization of power concentration
within firms. He found that some concentration of power was optimal since this
maximizes the incentives to provide effort. He followed most of the literature by
assuming wages to be linear in reputation, ignoring the market structure and,
thus, the value of creating individual reputations, per se.
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moderate reputations increases, which makes concentration of control
superior.14
Proposition 1. Nontransparent firms concentrate control if competition increases and the market becomes thicker (m/t increases).
Proof. In a decentralized firm, the posterior belief about each manager’s ability becomes (using standard Bayesian updating)
¯ lja2 ), where l p
aFy ∼ N(a¯ ⫹ 2[1 ⫺ l)][y ⫺ a],

ja2 ⫹ 4je2
.
2ja2 ⫹ 4je2

Before observing y, each of the managers’ future reputation r p 2(1 ⫺
¯ is distributed as
l)(y ⫺ a)
2
2
r ∼ N(0, jDN
), where jDN
p

ja4
.
2ja2 ⫹ 4je2

(20)

The reputation of a manager in a decentralized nontransparent firm has
2
2
! jCN
p ja4 /(je2 ⫹ ja2 ), which is the variance of the manthe variance jDN
ager’s reputation in a centralized nontransparent firm (labeled jr2 in the
previous section). The benefit of concentrating control becomes
v(jCN) ⫺ 2v(jDN) ⫹ 1

冑

p (jCN ⫺ 2jDN)

m
m
2
2
⫹ (jCN
⫺ 2jDN
) ⫹ 1,
2pt
8t

where the first parenthesis is negative and the second positive. As m/t is
low, the first term dominates and the sum is negative (if the additional
wage cost of one is relatively small). As m/t increases, however, the second
term dominates, and the sum becomes positive. QED
The proposition says that for firms where the outcomes of various
subtasks are indistinguishable, centralization is the optimal organizational
design if the industry is competitive and the market is large. Centralizing
control enhances transparency since individual contributions become observable. Therefore, it is unclear whether it is transparency or task allocation that drives proposition 1. To illuminate this, the next subsection
analyzes decentralization in a transparent firm.
B. Decentralization in Transparent Firms
In a transparent firm, both subtasks yA and yB are observable. Still,
centralization teaches us more about one manager, while decentralization
teaches us about two managers. For the centralized firm, transparency is
14
Another effect of centralizing control is that profit will be more volatile since
it depends on one manager’s talent only. This effect is, indeed, documented by
Adams, Almeida, and Ferreira (2005).
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of no importance since average performance y is a sufficient statistic for
estimating the manager’s ability a. For the decentralized firm, transparency allows us to learn more by separating individual performances. The
value of more learning increases as m/t increases. This overturns the result
of proposition 1.
Proposition 2. Transparent firms decentralize control if competition
increases and the market becomes thicker (m/t increases).
Proof. In a decentralized firm, each manager undertakes one task,
and, according to equation (13), her future reputation has the distribution
2
2
r ∼ N(0, jDT
), where jDT
{

ja4
2
! jCT
.
j ⫹ j2
2
a

(21)

In a centralized firm, the manager’s future reputation is distributed ac2
2
cording to equation (17), just as before (jCT
p jCN
p jr2 ). The benefit of
concentrating control becomes
v(jCT) ⫺ 2v(jDT) ⫹ 1

冑

p (jCT ⫺ 2jDT)

m
m
2
2
⫹ (jCT
⫺ 2jDT
) ⫹ 1,
2pt
8t

where both parentheses are negative. The expression is positive if m/t is
small, because of the additional wage costs. As m/t increases, however,
the negative terms dominate, and decentralization becomes optimal. QED
While a manager in a centralized firm carries out twice as many observable tasks as one in a decentralized firm, this does not imply that we
learn twice as much about the manager in the centralized firm. After the
first performance has been observed, the uncertainty about the manager’s
ability is reduced, as is the lesson we draw from observing the outcome
of one additional task. Marginal learning is decreasing in the number of
tasks, and allocating the two tasks to different managers maximizes the
total amount of learning. The value of this, in turn, is larger when the
market is thick and competition is tough.
Separating subtasks to another firm by outsourcing is a way of decentralizing in a transparent way, and the theory predicts this to occur more
often in competitive and large markets. The contrast to proposition 1
reveals transparency to be a crucial characteristic of the firm when it comes
to reputational concerns. The next subsection discusses how the value of
transparency itself depends on the market structure.
C. The Value of Transparency
Compare the two decentralized firms in Sections IV.A and IV.B. By
observing the outcome of each subtask yA and yB , we are able to make a
more precise estimate about each manager’s ability. We are more willing
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to believe that good performance is due to one particular manager’s talent.
It follows that each manager’s chance to earn an excellent reputation is
larger in the transparent firm. If competition is tough and the market
thick, the premium for an excellent reputation is large relative to that for
a moderate reputation, which makes transparency more important.
Proposition 3.
Decentralized firms become more transparent if
competition increases and the market becomes thicker (m/t increases).
Proof. In a decentralized firm, each manager’s future reputation is
distributed according to equation (20) or equation (21) if the firm is
2
2
1 jDN
nontransparent or transparent, respectively. Since jDT
, the value of
transparency is

冑

2V(jDT) ⫺ 2V(jDN) p (jDT ⫺ jDN)

2m
pt

2
2
⫹ (jDT
⫺ jDN
)

m
4t

,

where both parentheses are positive. There might also be some technical
or administrative cost associated with transparency, but as m/t increases,
the terms above become very large and tend to dominate. QED
As noted in the previous subsection, transparency is of no importance
if the firm is centralized. For the decentralized firm, proposition 3 actually
follows as a corollary to propositions 1 and 2, and it may not be surprising
at this point. Nevertheless, the result is explicitly stated since it is interesting in its own right. The proposition states that transparency is more
important if the industry is competitive and its market large. There are
many organizational reforms that may increase a firm’s transparency, for
example, outsourcing certain subtasks or clearly separating different responsibilities. The next subsection shows that this insight can be applied
to compare U-form and M-form organizations.
D. U-form or M-form?
Variables A and B may be interpreted as two different products produced by the same firm. For each product, responsibility may be separated
into two subtasks, 1 and 2, such that the production costs are given by
yA p
yB p

a 1A ⫹ a 2A
⫹ eA ;
2
a 1B ⫹ a 2B
2

⫹ eB .

(22)

Variable aij is the ability of the manager responsible for decision i 苸
{1, 2} for product j 苸 {A, B}. In an M-form corporation, responsibility is
allocated according to product, such that one manager is responsible for
all tasks associated with one product. Then, a 1j p a 2j p aj for j 苸
{A, B}. Equation (22) is then identical to equation (19). In a U-form cor-
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poration, responsibility is allocated according to function, such that one
manager is responsible for one particular task for all products. Then,
aiA p aiB p ai for i 苸 {1, 2} and equation (22) becomes
1
yA p (a 1 ⫹ a 2 ) ⫹ eA ;
2
1
yB p (a 1 ⫹ a 2 ) ⫹ eB .
2
A classical example of the U-form was the early Ford Motor Company, which was organized into a number of functionally specialized
departments: production, sales, purchasing, and so on. In contrast, General Motors is the prototypical M-form since it comprises a collection
of fairly self-contained divisions, for example, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
and Pontiac.
There is a large literature comparing U- and M-forms. The U-form
corporation is typically assumed to provide some gains from specialization, k, since each manager can concentrate on one type of task. The
advantage of the M-form corporation is that it reveals more information
about individual contributions.15 This makes it less costly to encourage
managers to provide effort by explicit contracts since conditional variance
is reduced (Maskin, Qian, and Xu 2000). Aghion and Tirole (1995) suggest
also that implicit incentives are larger in the M-form corporation since
there is less moral hazard in teams. While my model abstracts from incentives, the emphasis on market competition provides a new rationale
for the M-form. The advantage of more information is that the labor
market can make a more precise estimate about each manager’s ability.
We are more willing to believe that good performance for a product is
related to the manager’s ability if she is solely responsible for this product.
Thus, each manager’s chance to earn an excellent reputation is larger in
the M-form corporation. The M-form’s advantage dominates as tougher
competition and a thicker market boost the premium for excellent relative
to moderate reputations.
Proposition 4. Firms switch from U-form to M-form if competition
increases and the market becomes thicker (m/t increases).
15

Other advantages of the M-form have also been suggested. Williamson (1975)
claims that the CEO becomes overloaded in the U-form. Milgrom and Roberts
(1992) suggest that the M-form is better at coordinating finance and investment
decisions. Qian, Roland, and Xu (2006) emphasize the M-form’s larger flexibility
w.r.t. experimentation. In all these articles, the benefit of the U-form is increasing
returns to scale.
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Proof. In the U-form corporation, y is a sufficient statistic for estimating (a 1 ⫹ a 2 )/2 { a˜ . Thus, just as in the proof of lemma 3,
˜ ∼ N(a¯ ⫹ [1 ⫺ l][y ⫺ a],
¯ ljã2), where l p
aFy

je2
je2 ⫹ ja˜2

and jã2 p ja2 /2. Since the market cannot identify individual contributions,
Eai p Ea˜ . Ex ante, then, each manager’s future reputation is distributed
according to
ri ∼ N(0, jU2 ), where jU2 p

jã4
ja4
p
.
jã2 ⫹ je2
2ja2 ⫹ 2j 2

In the M-form corporation, future reputation is distributed according
2
to r ∼ N(0, jM2 ), where jM2 p jDT
in equation (21); jM2 1 jU2 , and the value
of switching from U- to M-form is

冑

2v(jM) ⫺ 2v(jU) ⫺ k p (jM ⫺ jU)

2m
m
⫹ (jM2 ⫺ jU2 ) ⫺ k,
pt
4t

where both parentheses are positive and k is the U-form’s benefit of
specialization. If m/t is small, a positive k makes the expression negative.
As m/t increases, however, the positive terms dominate, and the M-form
becomes superior. QED
E. Turnover of Managers
The above analysis detected two possible concerns for firms when hiring
managers. In the second period, a good old manager allows the firm to
profitably increase its production. In the first period, there is a value from
learning about young unknown managers. In reality, these two concerns
are often in conflict.
To illustrate the trade-off, consider a multiperiod model with overlapping generations of managers. Each generation lives 2 periods, and the
discount factor is d. If a firm hires (or keeps) a good old manager with
a reputation r ≥ 0, the surplus in this period increases by [s(r) ⫺ s(0)].
Alternatively, a firm may hire a young manager with unknown talent.
The benefit from this is that since she is unknown, she is a potential
superstar, and her value of exposure makes her cheap to hire: the firm
only needs to pay [1 ⫺ dv(jr)]. The firm’s willingness to pay for the old
manager is thus the sum of these two brackets:
s(r) ⫺ s(0) ⫹ 1 ⫺ dv(jr).
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Since the old manager’s reservation wage is one, she is hired if and only
if r ≥ rˆ,16 given by
ˆ ⫺ s(0) p dv(jr).
s(r)
Clearly, r̂ 1 0. Thus, good old managers with positive reputations r 苸
ˆ are replaced by younger ones with less (expected) talent.17 The pos(0, r)
sibility of the young managers being very talented dominates the value
of a “fairly” good reputation, particularly when m/t is large. While a
tougher market increases the value of a good reputation, there is a relatively larger increase in the value of an excellent reputation. The chance
of discovering a superstar will then dominate the benefit of keeping a
fairly good manager. Thus, when m/t increases, so does rˆ and the turnover
of managers.
Just as described in the previous sections, a firm may hire more than
one manager when hiring young managers.18 In any case, the following
result holds.
Proposition 5. Young managers replace old managers with reputations r ! rˆ , where rˆ 1 0. The threshold rˆ increases in m/t , implying that
turnover increases as competition becomes tougher and the market thicker.
Proof. In the multiperiod model, the expected surplus is equation (4),
just as before. Firms hiring young managers each hire a number h 苸
{1, 2} and pay each manager 1 ⫺ dv. Such firms enter until their expected
surplus equals the wages. Thus, the number of firms, n, is
2

( )

m tl r¯
Es(0) p
⫺
p h(1 ⫺ dv) ⇒
t n 2
np

tl
.
冑th(1 ⫺ dv)/m ⫹ r/2
¯

(23)

And n ! ⬁ requires dv ! 1. Substituting equation (23) in equation (4) gives
surplus as a function of r. Define

冑

D(r) { Es(r) ⫺ Es(0) p r

mh(1 ⫺ dv)
t

⫹ r2

m
4t

.

16

(24)

The function v is different from that in the 2-period case. In particular, v
depends on the equilibrium rˆ since reputations r ! rˆ are worthless.
17
These results are also found by Demougin and Siow (1994) in the case of
trainees and by Carrillo and Mariotti (2001) in the case of political candidates.
For an analysis of promotions and turnover where the firm has private information
about its employees’ talents, see Owan (2004).
18
However, it is easily shown that a firm hiring an old good manager will
centralize control and choose the U-form.
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For the old manager, a firm is willing to pay the amount by which its
expected profit increases, D(r) ⫹ h(1 ⫺ dv). The wage premium is thus
w(r) p D(r) ⫹ (h ⫺ 1) ⫺ dhv.
The value of exposure v is implicitly defined by

冕
⬁

vp

冕[
⬁

w(r)dF p

rˆ

D(r) ⫹ (h ⫺ 1) ⫺ dhv]dF,

(25)

rˆ

where F is the cumulative distribution function corresponding to f. The
threshold r̂ is given by
ˆ p 0 ⇒ D(r)
ˆ ⫹ (h ⫺ 1) ⫺ dhv p 0 ⇒
w(r)
ˆ 冑m/t) { D(r)
ˆ ⫹ (h ⫺ 1) ⫺ dhv
G(r,
⬁

ˆ ⫹ (h ⫺ 1) ⫺
p D(r)

dh ∫r̂ D(r) ⫹ (h ⫺ 1)dF
⬁

1 ⫹ dh ∫r̂ dF

p 0.

And
⭸rˆ
G2
p⫺
,
G1
⭸冑m/t
which is positive since, first,

G1 p

ˆ
ˆ
⭸D(r)
⭸v
⭸D(r)
⫺ dh p
10
⭸rˆ
⭸rˆ
⭸rˆ

and, second, G2 ! 0, which can be seen by first defining

s(r) {

p

⭸D(r)/⭸冑m/t
D(r) ⫹ h ⫺ 1
r冑h(1 ⫺ dv) ⫺ rd冑mh/t(1 ⫺ dv)⭸v/⭸冑m/t ⫹ r 2冑m/t/2
,
r冑mh(1 ⫺ dv)/t ⫹ r 2 m/4t ⫹ h ⫺ 1
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which is increasing in r, and then writing G2 as
⬁

ˆ
ˆ ⫹ (h ⫺ 1)] ⫺
G2 p s(r)[D(r)

{
{

ˆ D(r)
ˆ ⫹h⫺1⫺
p s(r)

dh ∫r̂ s(r)[D(r) ⫹ (h ⫺ 1)]dF
⬁

1 ⫹ dh ∫r̂ dF

⬁
ˆ
dh ∫r̂ [s(r)/s(r)][D(r)
⫹ (h ⫺ 1)]dF
⬁
1 ⫹ dh ∫r̂ dF

}

⬁

ˆ D(r)
ˆ ⫹h⫺1⫺
! s(r)

dh ∫r̂ [D(r) ⫹ (h ⫺ 1)]dF
⬁

1 ⫹ dh ∫r̂ dF

}

ˆ
ˆ 冑m/t) p 0.
p s(r)G(r,
QED
The number of firms will be the same in every period in the steady
state. Since the firms only compete for managers with a reputation r 1
r̂ 1 0, less than half the managers end up with a sufficiently good reputation, if we rely on the law of large numbers. Thus, even if all firms hire
two managers, good managers will be in short supply, and some firms
hire young managers in every period, just as anticipated above.
V. Predictions and Evidence
The model provides several predictions for how the market structure
affects executive wages and organizational design. These should also
change over time if the market structure evolves. This section summarizes
the main predictions of the article and relates them to some anecdotal
evidence. Although I do not provide any data, it might seem plausible
that, if anything, product markets have indeed become more “competitive” and “thicker.” Consumers’ transport costs and search costs have
declined, and the variety of products has increased. The number of consumers as well as their budgets have increased, and the size of a typical
market is larger than before. Thus, I will discuss some of the predictions
of the model in this light. The first subsection discusses the predictions
for executives’ wages, as these appear in Section III. This is important
since the model in Section III drives the organizational changes in Section
IV. The next subsection summarizes the predictions for organizational
change. Finally, it is shown that the theory can also shed some light on
the puzzling correlation between firm size and wages.
A. Executive Pay
Lemma 2 in Section III makes two main predictions. First, since w(7)
becomes steeper as m/t increases, top executives’ salaries should increase
as competition becomes tougher and the market thicker. Since these
changes also make w(7) more convex, the second prediction is that the
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variance and skewness in pay should increase in m/t. Lemma 3 shows
that the value of learning also increases in m/t . A young executive pays
up front for this future value, in the form of lower wages today. It follows
that the wage gap between young and old executives should increase in
m/t. Finally, since abilities are revealed over time, wage inequality within
one cohort should increase with the cohort’s age.
Executive pay also varies with the organizational changes discussed in
Section IV. The general lesson from propositions 1–5 is that learning about
the managers increases as m/t increases. This reveals more about the managers’ abilities, and the variance in their reputations increases. This, in
turn, increases the difference in their wages. Therefore, tougher competition and thicker markets increase the variance in CEO pay both directly
and indirectly through organizational change.
All these predictions are in line with the evidence: Murphy (1999)
showed how CEO pay had tripled relative to average pay over the preceding 3 decades, and he found the relative CEO pay to be particularly
large in the United States (where the market might be thicker and competition tougher). The CEO pay has also become more skewed, in that
top CEO pay has increased relatively more than average CEO pay. For
the income distribution in general, Neal and Rosen (2000) document that
both inequality and skewness have increased over time, and these are
certainly larger in the United States than in most developed countries.
They also find that average wages, wage inequality, and skewness within
one cohort all increase with the cohort’s age and that these differences
among cohorts have increased over time. They notice that standard sorting
or matching models of the labor market can explain how average wage,
inequality, and skewness increase with a cohort’s age, but these theories
are less suitable for explaining the time trend or the explosion in CEO
pay. Barth (1997) studies the positive relationship between seniority and
wages within firms and finds the seniority effect not to be firm specific.
Thus, it cannot be explained by human-capital accumulation, but it is
consistent with lemmas 2 and 3.
B. Organizational Change
Section IV provides several predictions for organizational change. If
m/t increases, propositions 1–3 state that nontransparent firms should
centralize control, transparent firms should decentralize control, and
transparency itself should increase. Proposition 4 claims that corporations
should switch from U- to M-form, and proposition 5 suggests that the
turnover of managers should increase in m/t.
The interesting contrast between propositions 1 and 2 might be difficult
to test, however, since it is not clear how transparency should be measured.
But since proposition 3 suggests that transparency itself should increase,
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the overall effect may be that firms decentralize control as m/t increases.
Such decentralization is, indeed, well documented (see, e.g., Caroli and
Van Reenen 2001). Moreover, one certain way of decentralizing in a transparent way is to outsource tasks to different firms. Outsourcing and
smaller firms are both parts of recent trends. Abraham and Taylor (1996),
for example, discuss recent growth in outside contracting and alternative
explanations.
The shift from U-form to M-form in the last century is well documented
by Chandler (1962). Several rationales for this shift are provided in the
literature (see, e.g., Williamson 1975; Milgrom and Roberts 1992; Aghion
and Tirole 1995; Maskin et al. 2000). While these contributions clarify
the benefits of the M-form, they typically fail to show that the benefits
of the M-form have increased over time, relative to those of the U-form.
This shift in relative benefits is the central point of proposition 4.
That the probability of forced CEO turnover increases with bad performance is empirically documented by Gibbons and Murphy (1990) and
Huson, Parrino, and Starks (2001). Moreover, Murphy (1999) finds old
average-performing CEOs to have a much higher departure probability
(36.3%) than young executives realizing returns 30% below the industry
average (8.5%). Huson et al. (2001) show that the frequency of forced
turnover has increased in 1971–94, while Hadlock and Lumer (1997) find
that turnover has increased since the 1930s. Fee and Hadlock (2000) find
that turnover increases with competition in the newspaper industry. All
these facts are consistent with proposition 5.
C. Firm Size and Wages
The positive correlation between firm size and wages is well documented. Although some explanations are summarized by Oi and Idson
(1999), there is still no consensus on the answer.19 The model in this article
suggests three alternative reasons for a correlation between firm size and
wages.
First, consider the second period. A firm that hires a manager with a
good reputation will certainly have to pay a higher salary. At the same
time, this firm will produce more and expect a larger profit due to lower
costs. The positive correlation between size and executive pay is immediate.
Second, if industries differ in their market size m and competition t,
then the willingness to pay (eq. [10]) for the best managers will be largest
in the industries where m/t is largest. According to equations (6) and (12),
these are also the industries where the production and profit per firm are
19
After discussing several alternatives, Gibbons and Katz (1992, 530) conclude
that “we know of no model that fits all the facts,” while Brown and Medoff (1989,
1056) conclude that “our analysis leaves us uncomfortably unable to explain it.”
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largest. Once more, there is a positive correlation between size and executive pay. Such arguments for matching large firms and good managers
are analyzed by Rosen (1982), and they lead to two additional predictions.
Since m/t affects profit and production as well as salaries, the relationship
between size and wages should not vary with m/t . Murphy (1999) indeed
documents this relationship to be remarkably stable over time as well as
across countries. Moreover, since proposition 5 suggests that turnover
should be higher in industries where m/t is large, there should be a positive
correlation between firm size and executive turnover. This correlation is
also documented by Murphy (1999).20
However, studies by, for example, Brown and Medoff (1989) and Gibbons and Katz (1992) find that there is still a substantial size-wage effect,
even after controlling for worker characteristics. In fact, even piece-rate
workers earn more in larger firms. This suggests that wages might be
higher to compensate for inferior working conditions. But, these authors
argue, this argument fails to account for the correlation, in particular
because working conditions appear to be similar across firms within the
same industry.
The arguments of Section IV suggest an explanation. The performance
of a large firm depends on a large number of workers. If the performance
is good, these workers only marginally improve their individual reputation. The market is less able to learn about an employee if the firm is
large.21 Since salaries are convex in expected abilities, workers prefer to
work for small firms where their talents are more easily recognized.
Hence, larger firms must compensate for lower career possibilities by
higher wages. Since the value of learning is increasing in m/t, the sizewage effect may increase over time and should be larger in countries where
m/t is large. Oi and Idson (1999) do show that the size-wage effect is
larger in the United States than in Europe and that the effect was larger
in 1983 than in 1979.22
VI. Conclusion and Future Research
By combining models of market structure, reputations, and organizational design, this article shows how reputational concerns lead to a link
20
Relatedly, Baker and Hall (2004) show that since the manager of a large firm
affects the entire production, her incentives (and pay) must accordingly be stronger. Also, competitive assignment models generate a positive relation between
firm size and CEO pay (Gabaix and Landier 2007; Terviö 2007).
21
That learning takes longer in large firms is consistent with the finding (by
Brown and Medoff 1989) that there is less worker turnover in large firms. Slower
learning reveals bad matches between firms and employees at a later stage.
22
However, Oi and Idson (1999) suggest that the last finding could be due to
a recession in 1983, and this time span is too short anyway to “test” the theory.
In addition, increased labor mobility over the last decades might have pushed
toward a weaker size-wage relationship, offsetting the force suggested above.
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between market structure and optimal organizational design. Section III
showed that the executive’s future wage, as a function of expected ability,
is steeper and more convex, the tougher the competition and the thicker
the market. This motivates firms to become more transparent, decentralize
control, switch from U-form to M-form, and hire younger managers.
These predictions are in line with Kanter’s (1989, 307) observation of the
modern firm: “Highly decentralized organizations with matrix structures
or project assignments tend to provide general management responsibilities to many more people, much earlier in their careers.” Apart from
rationalizing recent organizational changes, the model may improve our
understanding of executive wages and why these differ across firms.
However, this article is just a small step toward a deeper understanding
of these issues. Future research may analyze other organizational designs
than those above. My model of the market structure (borrowed from
Salop 1979) is quite simple, and a more detailed study will lead to new
results. Perhaps most important, the predictions of the model ought to
be related to empirical evidence across industries, as well as over time.
Reputations are important also for other types of organizations. Instead
of studying the organization within firms, the theory could be applied to
studying the organization between firms. Tadelis (1999) suggests that the
existence of firms’ reputations induces firms to secretly trade their names,
and he also shows how such trade might enhance the incentives to build
a reputation in the first place (Tadelis 2002). Cabral (2000) applies these
ideas to study the motivation for umbrella branding. Common for this
literature—as for the literature on career concerns—is the assumption of
a linear relationship between ability and its value. Section III above
showed that this assumption typically fails if the product market is taken
into account. Then, the value of a certain reputation will depend on the
market structure, while the allocation of tasks determines how blame and
fame are distributed between firms. This raises a host of questions related
to the boundary of the firm. Which combination of tasks will a firm
prefer to produce in house, and which should be delegated to other firms?
Which set of products will be produced under the same brand? How do
the answers to these questions depend on the firm’s age, reputation, and—
in particular—the market structure?

Appendix
The argument of this article requires models of market competition,
learning, and organizational design. The combined framework could easily
be intractable, unless simplifying assumptions are made. To check the
robustness of the model, however, a number of these assumptions deserve
a closer look.
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A. The Problems of the Normal Distribution
It is assumed above that both talent and noise, and thus firms’ unit
costs, are normally distributed. “The assumption of normality is very
convenient analytically but has the drawback that prices and quantities
may take negative values. However, the possibility of these phenomena
can be controlled by controlling the variances of the random variables”
(Vives 1999, chap. 8 n. 6). These assumptions are thus quite standard.
Note that in the above model, it is the expected unit cost Eci that is
important since a firm sets its price before the exact cost is realized.
Moreover, since a firm would never hire a manager with a negative reputation, extremely large values of Eci are not relevant. For extremely low
values of Eci, that is, when a firm hires a real superstar, Eci may be negative.
This is not a problem analytically and could be interpreted as the firm’s
quality being very large (see n. 11).
A problem arises, however, when a firm i manages to capture the buyer
at the turf of firm i ⫹ 1 (i.e., the buyer whose location coincides with
firm i ⫹ 1). Then, firm i captures all consumers of firm i ⫹ 1, its demand
jumps (discontinuously), and it starts competing with firm i ⫹ 2. This
possibility is typically ignored by simply letting a firm compete with its
two closest neighbors only (Tirole 1988, 283). Raith (2003, 1427) justifies
this approximation by stating that “Large random cost differences can be
ignored if the variance of the cost shocks j 2 is sufficiently small.”
If this possibility is not ignored, the results of this article appear to be
reinforced. Note that firm i captures all consumers of firm i ⫹ 1 as soon
as pi⫹1 ⫺ pi ≥ tl/n. Substituting from equations (5) and (8), this is expected
to occur when ri ≥ 2冑t/m ⫹ 2r¯ . Then, firm i’s demand is expected to
jump by the size of an average firm’s “backyard,” that is, ml/2n p
¯ . Thus, fixing r¯ , the discrete jumps in xi are expected
(冑m/t)/2 ⫹ (m/t)r/4
to be larger and come sooner (for a smaller ri ) when m/t is large. Compared
to the above analysis, this makes s(r) and w(r) even more convex when
m/t increases, thus reinforcing the results.23
B. The Supply and Number of Good Managers
While the next subsection argues that the results hold even if a firm
can retain and hold up its good managers, the above analysis presumes a
perfect labor market where a good manager extracts the entire value of
her reputation. This is possible because the number of managers with a
sufficiently good reputation is smaller than the number of firms. Clearly,
this condition must be satisfied in any steady state where juniors (with
zero reputation) are to be hired in every period. Moreover, it follows by
23
However, since r̄ depends on the organizational design and, thus, on the
market structure, there may be multiple equilibria (for some values of m/t). The
analysis of this case must thus be left to future research.
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the law of large numbers in Section IV.E since, even if all firms have two
managers, less than n managers end up with a reputation r 1 rˆ . Allowing
for exit (i.e., assuming that a fraction of young managers die after their
first period), this would hold also in the 2-period model. The exact number
of good managers is of no importance, as long as the number of firms is
larger.
However, with a smaller number of firms (where we cannot rely on
the law of large numbers), a situation may occur where the number of
successful managers from decentralized firms exceeds the number of firms.
What would then happen? If r̃ denotes the reputation level such that the
number of managers whose r 1 r˜ is identical to the number of firms, then,
˜ for
in equilibrium, w(r) p 0 for all r ≤ r˜ , while w(r) p Es(r) ⫺ Es(r)
r 1 r˜. If workers anticipated that only reputations r 1 r˜ 1 0 are valuable,
they would prefer more exposure to increase this likelihood. Thus, when
the expected r̃ increases, desire increases for more transparency, the Mform, and a larger turnover.
C. If Firms Have More Bargaining Power
The above analysis assumed a perfect labor market with no switching
costs for managers. Kanemoto and MacLeod (1992) instead let the worker
face some cost C if switching jobs. As they show, a worker’s wage equals
her outside option minus this fixed cost (if C is not too large). With small
switching costs, the analysis thus ends up being identical to that above.
However, switching jobs may be ruled out if C is huge or if a manager’s
performance is private information to the firm. If the firm has all the
bargaining power over the wage, it pays all workers their reservation wage
and directly extracts the values of reputations Es(r) , without the need for
requiring the workers to pay up front for this as juniors. Once more, the
firm designs its organization to maximize the value of learning about its
employees, just as studied above. However, if a firm has no desire to
discover two successful managers (if it cannot use them in another plant
or “sell” them to another firm), the case for decentralization is weakened.24
D. Risk Aversion
The assumption of risk neutrality might seem restrictive since alternative organizations have different implications for individual risk. Relaxing this assumption will not change the results, however.
A risk-neutral firm might be able to fix a performance-contingent salary
for risk-averse employees. Since there is no moral hazard, the firm can
24

In any case, switching costs may have declined over time. Frydman (2005)
suggests that firm-specific skills may have become less important relative to more
general skills and argues that this contributes to explaining the increases in CEO
pay and executive turnover.
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offer a perfect insurance to managers. This means that a manager’s firstperiod salary becomes 1 ⫺ dw(r) , that is, the salary is larger if the manager
is unsuccessful. This compensates the manager for a lower future salary
following a fiasco, and it appears as a financial parachute. Tougher competition and a thicker market increase this parachute relative to the manager’s salary following good performance. Since financial parachutes seem
to have increased over the last decades, this prediction seems reasonable.
Even if the firm is risk averse or if it cannot commit to performancecontingent salaries, the results appear to survive. Let each manager have
the concave utility function u[w(r)] . The risk aversion adds a cost related
to transparency and exposure. Learning is beneficial only if u is convex
with respect to r, which requires w(7) to be “more” convex than u(7) is
concave. As competition increases and the market becomes thicker, w(7)
becomes more convex, and it becomes more likely that u is convex with
respect to r. Therefore, a larger m/t makes exposure more beneficial (or
less costly) relative to a lower m/t , which makes a firm more likely to
hire new managers, adopt transparency and the M-form, centralize control
if it is nontransparent, and decentralize control if it is transparent.
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